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Good Work If You Can Get It: The Experience of One Academic Couple1 

When we were married in 1968, two graduate students in English, the academic job 

crunch was not yet critical. We knew that we might have to settle for two jobs at different 

colleges, with perhaps a commute for one or both of us, and we were pretty sure we wouldn’t be 

able to stay in the San Francisco Bay area. We were, in other words, tragically naive. Since then 

we’ve been extraordinarily lucky; we were unemployed for only three months and are now in 

one good position, about to start another. But had we known on our wedding day the insecurity 

and disorientation that we have in fact experienced in the last few years, I am sure that at least 

one of us would have switched to a more lucrative and secure occupation. Double academic 

careers can be doubly rewarding, but they can also lead to double despair.  

Our disillusionment was not immediate. Even before I had my M.A., I had a job as 

instructor in a small Bay Area Jesuit university. I worked hard and did well, got what were 

considered plum courses for my rank, and made a salary that far exceeded our needs, which were 

still conditioned by the forced poverty of studenthood. A year later my wife got her degree and, 

surpassing even our own naive expectations, found a job at a nearby small Catholic college. It 

was fifty miles away, and only part-time, but who cared? We made what seemed like a fortune, 

and loved our work and our lives. We went to Europe two summers in a row, arousing the envy 

of our nonacademic friends who didn’t have the time and our noncouple academic friends who 

didn’t have the money. We were popular with colleagues and students. We taught Hopkins and 

Chaucer, Lennon and Dylan, Hobbes and Hunter Thompson. We had parties and barbecues and 

played softball, and lived out the rich fantasies I’m sure our students had constructed around our 
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lives: as young and enthusiastic teachers we actually sat around after dinner discussing poems 

and books, teaching ploys, the inequities of the grading system, nonauthoritarian alternatives to 

the classroom situation. Other couples envied us because we shared interests and friends; when 

one of us talked about new work in our field, or John Donne, or the chairman’s drinking habits, 

or someone’s chances for tenure, the other didn’t suffer the kind of chronic yawns that most 

faculty spouses seemed to spend half of their lives trying to stifle.  

After a couple of years of this pleasantness, I began to enter the terminal stages of my 

nonpromotable instructorship. We decided that the Ph.D. was the next logical step for both of us, 

leading quite easily to better jobs, more money, and a continually satisfying life. So in the fall of 

1971, we packed our furniture, baseball gloves, hibachi, and two tons of books into a fourteen-

foot U-Haul and drove off 2,000 miles to a prestigious Ph.D. program.  

Now, some three and a half years later, with one Ph.D. in hand and the other near enough 

to touch, we’re making less money, teaching duller (and more) courses to more (and duller) 

students at a less selective university in an alien section of the country—and quite uncynically 

counting our blessings, not only because our future looks good, but also because our present is so 

much better than it could have been. 

In 1972, we could see that by the next September we’d be ready to go back to work, well 

into our dissertations, so we began to job hunt. We each sent out nearly 300 letters of inquiry 

(not, we know, MLA-endorsed procedures, but in our judgment the best bet). Each of us, in a P. 

S., mentioned that the other was applying for a similar position within another specialty (I’m 

Victorian, my wife is Renaissance) and urged the chairman not to let either of our applications 

prejudice the other, indicating a willingness to work together or apart. These letters produced, by 

MLA Convention time, one positive response for each of us, strangely enough from the same 
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school, which eventually, after we decided to take a $500 trip to New York for the interviews, 

didn’t hire either of us. Total rejection. We suffered our first encounter with simultaneous 

personal and professional despair. Here we were, two bright and industrious Ph.D. candidates at 

a great university, with undergraduate degrees from another, with lots of college teaching 

experience, good prestigious references, youth, health, enthusiasm, devotion, etc. —and here 

were all of the colleges in the United States telling us, some in the most insulting and degrading 

terms, that they had no positions, or that the positions they had were being filled by other (read: 

“better”) candidates. One snotty chairman turned us down and then added that he hoped we 

could take solace from the fact that our letters of application were lodged next to each other, 

alphabetically, in his “inactive” file. We knew that the market was grim, but we thought that 

would affect “others”: the less experienced, the less qualified, graduates from less elite programs. 

We couldn’t figure out why neither of us was getting offers—or even nibbles. After an awful lot 

of brooding self-examination, we finally concluded that the social Darwinism of the profession 

was rendering its verdict on us: we were unfit, in spite of our best efforts to tailor ourselves for 

survival. 

All of this had obvious negative effects on our relationship. Between early November, 

when the rejections started rolling in, and January, we became intimate with the habits of our 

mailman. His footstep half a block away had the same effect on us that the whine of our can 

opener had on our omnivorous nineteen-pound tomcat: palpitation, nervous pacing, all the 

symptoms of a subtle adrenaline rush. Except, unlike our cat, we always came up empty. Our 

days took on a grim pattern: hopeful mornings, bolstered by caffeine optimism, building to the 

afternoon mail call, which invariably produced a severe crash into depression and despair, tears 

and arguments, anger and free-floating resentment.  
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Finally, we got a reprieve. A tiny, highly selective college in California had a one-year 

nonrenewable position, and they were interested in one of us. The chairman cautioned us, 

though, that the college was quite isolated and that the one of us who wasn’t teaching would be 

idle and bored. We wrote back suggesting that we split the one position between us, dividing the 

duties as we saw fit. Our bargaining strength lay in our lukewarmth toward a one-year 

appointment. We probably should have snatched the original offer and haggled later. But our 

suggestion was accepted, we were hired sight unseen, and a couple of months later we were back 

in another U-Haul, heading West.  

If our first period of simultaneous employment could be called our infatuation with the 

profession, our second was a period of mature bliss, but whether this was due to the fact that we 

shared a job or to the idiosyncrasies of the particular job we shared is hard to say. It was at Deep 

Springs College, a small school and working cattle ranch established by a grant in 1917 in the 

high desert of eastern California. The twenty or twenty-five students who comprise the entire 

student body are carefully selected according to the highest academic and personal standards: the 

application is nine essays, often running over twenty-five pages; the average verbal S.A.T. score 

is over 700. All students are granted a full room, board, and tuition scholarship. In addition to 

their academic schedule, they operate the entire ranch, everything from riding herd and milking 

cows to keeping books and washing dishes; further, they have large responsibilities of self-

regulation. Needless to say, our situation was unique.  

Our classes were small, usually consisting of under five students, all of whom were 

bright, highly motivated, and interesting. The community was close and, by necessity, congenial, 

rigorous, practical, and fun —made to order for crypto-Calvinists like me and my wife. We 

taught four courses, two as a team and one each on our own, with a lot of flexibility within this 
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arrangement. I’d guest-lecture in my wife’s class, and vice versa, or one of us would take over 

the team-taught course when it wandered into his or her area of expertise. Classes often extended 

long past their allotted times, into meals (which the entire community took together in a dining 

hall), after dinner, late into the night. It was not unusual for us to sit in the dining hall until 

midnight discussing Shakespeare with some students until we couldn’t stay awake, and then 

come into breakfast the next morning at dawn only to find ourselves at a table with the same 

students, carrying on the same conversation as though it had never stopped. Equally often, the 

subject of these conversations would be nonliterary or nonacademic, with the students teaching 

us about irrigation, or hog-raising, or astronomy. The distinction between our “personal” and 

“intellectual” concerns, between “job” and “life,” disappeared. Because we were both involved 

in the business of the community, this total immersion was a joy to us both. Otherwise, one 

spouse’s immersion would have led to the other’s resentment and alienation; we saw that happen 

to other couples. The fact that both of us taught —neither was “baggage,” like other spouses—

allowed our natural relationship with students to extend into our home and our natural 

relationship with our neighbors and co-diners to extend into the classroom. It was a perfect 

situation for a working couple.  

It was also a one-year nonrenewable situation, so even before we arrived we had started a 

new job hunt. Again, 600 letters. Again, a dismal response. At MLA time we each had one 

interview: one at a school in North Carolina, the other for an instructorship at a university in 

New Orleans. Our standards, always low, had disappeared, and we were willing to take any kind 

of teaching position, anywhere. By February both of the interviews had produced rejections, and 

the routine of despair began anew. As February became March and April and May and neither of 

us had a job after June, the despair intensified, and we reached depths that have, I am sure, left 
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permanent scars. In June, when nothing turned up, we decided to stall until September with a 

stop-gap nonacademic job, waiting for a last-minute teaching position, and if nothing opened, 

then to get out of the business for good. The pressure, the tensions, the destructiveness, and the 

indignity of the job hunt were just not worth it. We became, on June 15, full-time professional 

cooks on a ranch in Nevada. In our spare time I looked for a “real” job for the fall, in “business,” 

and my wife worked on her dissertation (mine had been done since March; my first 

unemployment came upon me almost at the same time as my doctorate). We had long since 

relinquished our cheer and our self-confidence; at this point we were both lucky to keep a 

tenuous grip on our sanity and our marriage. We deeply regretted having committed both of 

ourselves to the same devastated career.  

Finally, in early August, we got another reprieve. The chairman of the English 

department at a giant Midwestern state university phoned my wife with a job offer: another one-

year, nonrenewable instructorship. She accepted immediately, and that night we had a 

celebration as though we’d won a Nobel Prize. The next weekend we flew to the campus to 

house hunt and, not incidentally, to try to talk the chairman into letting us share the position.  

He had no idea of my existence. In about July, we’d stopped applying to the same jobs, 

fearing that chairmen might be shying away from our coupleness. This fear turned out to be 

justified. The chairman at my wife’s new job told us that applications from couples “cancelled 

each other out,” particularly now, with pressure to hire women, because hiring a wife would 

leave the husband unemployed. Further, he told us, regulations at his university prevented him 

from hiring both of us. Although we had strong feelings about both his cancellation policy and 

the university’s anti-nepotism rules—we doubted the logic of the former and the legality of the 

latter—we silently regarded the prospect of life as fry cooks, and glumly accepted his decision. 
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We found a home, paid a deposit, and, with me facing a year of underemployment in a 

football-crazy dust-bowl college town, we headed back West to pack.  

When we got there, though, there was a telephone message for my wife from the New 

Orleans chairman she’d interviewed at MLA. As it happened, he had a last-minute job to offer, 

and since it was renewable four times and in an exotic city, my wife was prone to accept it. Quite 

hesitantly, she asked if she could share the job with her husband; the chairman said she could, 

he’d done that before, and he assured her that within a year, if we worked out, we’d each have 

our own full-time position due to the natural turnover of a department with fifty instructors. 

Load: four courses per semester, three composition and a sophomore literature survey. Pay: 

decorum prevents me from quoting a figure, but suffice it to say that one instructor’s salary fell 

well within the United States government’s definition of “working poor.” We accepted the offer, 

begged off the job in the Midwest (they had not yet sent a contract), quit our jobs as cooks, and 

drove off in a U-Haul heading south.  

The transition from Deep Springs to this new job was radical and traumatic: from a tiny, 

selective, desert residential school to a huge (12,000), open admissions (in a state ranked 49th 

nationally in literacy), tropical commuter college. For one semester, we split a job, each teaching 

two courses; officially and in fact we were each a half-time employee, with neither the rights nor 

the duties of a full-timer: no committee assignments, no votes in department meetings, no 

coverage under the college’s medical plan. We discovered, however, an undeniable law of partial 

employment: The Work Expands to Fill the Time. We found ourselves each putting in full-time 

for our half-time jobs. As a result, our students were getting very fine classes, our department 

was getting an incredible bargain, and we were getting underpaid. Somehow, this hadn’t 

mattered at Deep Springs; there, the pay seemed like a gift. But in this situation, we began to feel 
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exploited. So we were quite happy when the very next semester we each became full-time. Our 

salary doubled, our work time stayed about the same, and, although our teaching suffered 

slightly, we found the arrangement much fairer. 

With two full-time jobs, at a normal university, there is no intermingling of duties, no 

trade-offs; we are like any other two instructors, except that we happen to be married to each 

other, and because we have two salaries within our family, we can live more comfortably than 

our noncouple colleagues. But we have found that the course load, which amounts to over a 

hundred students each (and consequently over a hundred papers weekly), not only prevents us 

from enjoying our double pay, but also precludes reaping any of the other benefits of shared 

employment. What “spare” time we have is spent writing and haggling over chores. Gone are 

most of the long dinner-table discussions, replaced by harried hamburgers with an argument over 

who can most afford the time off to do the dishes and next week’s shopping. Gone, too, the 

special relationship with students that our coupleness (and childlessness) allowed for at smaller, 

more personal schools. My students don’t know my wife teaches, and, if they did, they wouldn’t 

care any more than they’d care if they discovered that two checkers at their supermarket were 

husband and wife. To most of our students, we are state employees, dispensing a service to 

which they are, by virtue of their parents’ taxes, entitled. We are not part of their community.  

So, when Deep Springs recently offered to make our former job permanent—the man we 

had visited for, having returned from his sabbatical, decided to go elsewhere—we jumped at the 

offer, in spite of a substantial cut in total salary. Our experiences as a teaching couple compel 

this decision. We have shared a job, split a job, and had two jobs; we’ve worked at huge, 

medium, and small colleges; private, public, and Catholic; selective and open; South and West. 

In every situation we have found that being a teaching couple greatly decreases the probability of 
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being hired and intensifies the despair of unemployment; we therefore advise overlapping 

applications only at colleges with a known policy of hiring couples. On the other hand, we have 

found that once hired, being a couple greatly increases the rewards of our profession. It’s great 

work if you can get it. It seems greatest to us when the jobs total less than two full-time 

equivalents and are located in a college with good students and a distinct sense of community. 

Consequently, when we pack and head West this fall, we hope it will be our last U-Haul for at 

least a few years. 

 


